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37Steel-concrete composite slabs generally fail due to the debonding with separation of sections caused by
38longitudinal shear forces, regardless of the shape of the sheeting profile or the design of the emboss-
39ments. This article presents an innovative full-connection bonding technology, consisting of producing
40bands of many small crown-shaped cuttings in the profile webs as a replacement for the embossments.
41The new technology has been tested on three commercial sheeting profiles. The results of the investiga-
42tion show that full connection is achieved with the new system, i.e., yielding of both materials occurs
43without any slip, in contrast to the partial connection of traditional embossments. The longitudinal shear
44strengths are 1.4–7 times higher. The specimens tested include the use of conventional galvanized steel
45and concrete, as well as ferritic stainless steel and lightweight aggregate concrete.
46� 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
47

48

49

50 1. Introduction

51 Steel-concrete slabs were first used in 1938 in the United States,
52 although cold-formed steel sheeting was only used as permanent
53 formwork [1]. During the 1960s, steel decks with embossments
54 were introduced and widely developed, the sheeting becoming
55 the actual tensile reinforcement of the slab. Extensive research into
56 longitudinal shear response of composite slabs was pioneered by
57 Porter and Ekberg [2]. Since then, countless shapes and forms of
58 such embossments have been designed in order to obtain the best
59 shear connection degree between steel and concrete. However,
60 among the three typical failure modes in composite slabs: bending,
61 vertical shear and longitudinal shear, the latter is widely the most
62 restrictive. The classical four-point bending test is used to provoke

63longitudinal shear failure, detected by measuring the longitudinal
64relative slip at the ends of the slab (Fig. 1), and then to determine
65the empirical parameters used by two calculation methods: the m-
66k and the Partial Shear Connection methods [3,4]. These two com-
67mon methods are included in most standard codes [5–7]; however,
68they can lead to significantly different results [8,9].
69The function of embossments is similar to that of the corruga-
70tions on reinforcing bars for concrete; however, their shear resis-
71tance efficiencies are considerably different. In reinforced
72concrete, radial compression components are generated on the
73steel rebar by the wedge effect of corrugations, whose extremely
74high radial stiffness completely prevents any longitudinal slip until
75steel yielding. Consequently, full connection is achieved. By con-
76trast, in composite slabs, once the steel-concrete chemical bond
77is broken, the wedge effect forces acting on the embossments
78cause local bending of the steel sheet due to its low stiffness, and
79the relative slipping between the steel profile and the concrete
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80 develops easily (partial connection) (Fig. 1). It must be noted that, in
81 favour of the shear failure ductility, the maximum resistance to
82 longitudinal shear should be achieved after large slip has been
83 developed. Therefore, relative slipping is an expected and desirable
84 phenomenon when using embossments, in order to avoid brittle-
85 ness in longitudinal shear failure
86 In open-rib profiles, when slip is high enough to free vertically
87 the concrete from the sheeting, the load drops to null connection
88 (Fig. 2). This fact often leads to an inefficient and premature failure
89 of the slab, since the actual stresses of both materials when con-
90 crete is vertically freed are usually much lower than their ultimate
91 capacities, as will be shown later in Section 6, where strain gauge
92 measurements are presented.
93 Several researchers have studied the influence of different
94 materials on the connection degree of embossed sheets, such as
95 stainless steel [10] and high-performance or lightweight concretes
96 [11,12]. The coating influence has also been investigated [13,14].
97 Pull-out and push-out test arrangements are commonly used to
98 test and compare the efficiency of embossment designs [14,16],
99 as well as bending load configurations [17,18]. Finite-element

100 approaches to composite slab behaviour have been developed to
101 better understand the slipping mechanics and to improve the cur-
102 rent designs [15,18–22]. In these studies, the interaction between
103 the embossments and the concrete is numerically treated as a con-
104 tact problem considering adhesion and friction.
105 In summary, the structural efficiency of composite slabs greatly
106 depends on their ability to transfer shear forces between steel pro-
107 file and concrete. The main difficulty of steel deck designing lies in
108 assuring the effective composite performance; i.e., to conceive sys-
109 tems which are highly resistant to relative slip and debonding. To
110 date, the conventional embossment system has shown to be
111 unable to overcome the longitudinal shear failure mode, despite
112 all attempts to improve embossment efficiency.
113 This article presents an innovative full-connection bonding
114 technology (Fig. 3a) [23], consisting of producing bands of many
115 small crown-shaped cuttings in the profile webs, as a replacement
116 for the common embossments’ system (Fig. 3b). The performance
117 of the two connection systems is compared by means of experi-

118mental tests which have been carried out following the classical
119four-point bending test procedure.
120The experimental campaign includes slabs produced using
121three commercial open-rib trapezoidal profiles, from 60 to 80
122mm in height, named A80, C60 and W60 in this article. A set of
123slabs is provided with the new system (detailed in Section 4),
124and a second set with conventional embossments. Three punching
125densities have been investigated: low (LD), medium (MD) and high
126density (HD); and two steel thicknesses.
127In most cases, the sheeting profiles have been manufactured
128with conventional galvanized steel and concrete. Additionally, fer-
129ritic stainless steel sheets and lightweight aggregate concrete
130(expanded clay) have also been used to extend the evaluation of
131the new system to different materials. Only open-rib profiles have
132been used; the use of the new system in dovetail re-entrant pro-
133files would probably lead to less competitive designs in terms of
134slab self-weight, materials saving or propping requirements.

1352. Theory of connection in composite slabs

136This section includes basic theory on the behaviour of compos-
137ite slabs under four-point bending; in particular, the three stages
138for shear connection degree are outlined. The aim of the authors
139is to make the description of the investigation as clear as possible
140by outlining first some basic theoretical concepts that are relevant
141for understanding the behaviour of the proposed composite system
142and which will be used in the discussions presented in the subse-
143quent sections of the article.
144On the left side of the figures below (see Figs. 4–6), theoretical
145strain and stress distributions along the cross-section of the slab
146are shown. The right side shows qualitative force-deflection and
147force-slip behaviour curves of each connection stage.
148The following nomenclature has been used:
149L is the span length, Ls is the shear span length (Ls = L/4), Lx is the
150distance from a general cross-section to the nearest support, V is
151the reaction at the support, Nc is the resultant of the compressive
152stresses in concrete (rc) and Ns is the resultant of stresses in the
153steel sheeting (rs). The concrete tensile strength is neglected. The
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Fig. 1. Slip behaviour scheme of composite slabs with common embossment.

Fig. 2. a) Standard bending test set-up; b) Longitudinal slip failure and vertical detachment.
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154 position of the neutral axis can be determined, since Nc ¼ Ns due to
155 equilibrium condition, and the bending moment is then: M ¼ Nc � z
156 or Ns � z, where z is the lever arm, distance between Nc and Ns.

1572.1. Full connection

158Fig. 4 outlines the full-connection scheme, without any relative
159slip between steel profile and concrete. Shear forces are fully trans-

Fig. 3. a) Innovative UPC bonding technology; b) Conventional profiled sheeting with embossments.
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Fig. 6. Null connection case with no tensile rebars.
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160 ferred and the strain continuity and linearity throughout the cross-
161 section can be accepted. Both materials work together as a single
162 structural element. The concrete under tension is assumed to be
163 cracked. Steel and compressed concrete are assumed to be below
164 their yielding limits.
165 Generally, full connection is always kept in the first loading
166 stage of any composite slab design. Nevertheless, as load increases,
167 most sheeting designs with conventional embossments can no
168 longer keep transferring the required shear forces and first slip
169 occurs between the two materials. The partial connection stage,
170 described next, is thus developed.

171 2.2. Partial connection

172 The longitudinal shear forces between materials cannot
173 increase beyond a given bonding strength and, therefore, the inter-
174 face connection breaks all along the shear span and slip starts
175 growing. Therefore, the strain continuity throughout the slab depth
176 is no longer acceptable and two neutral axes can be outlined
177 within the composite cross-section; one for the steel profile, which
178 can be inside or outside the sheeting profile, and another for the
179 concrete (Fig. 5). Linearity of strains for each material and equal
180 curvatures are still assumed.
181 From the first slip, and right through the partial connection
182 stage until the slab failure, the aim of the embossments is to hinder
183 the slipping process in such a way that the load increases as long as
184 possible in favour of ductility as slip grows.

185 2.3. Null connection

186 Finally, if shear forces are not transferred at all, the slab should
187 be considered as the sum of two independent bending elements
188 working without any connection. If no longitudinal rebars are pro-
189 vided in the concrete ribs, as is the case of the standard m-k bend-
190 ing test (see Section 5), the sheeting is actually the only resisting
191 element, given that the concrete element cannot resist its tensile
192 bending stresses by itself (Fig. 6) and it cracks completely.
193 The collapse of most bending tests can be considered at the ini-
194 tiation of the null (or low) connection stage, especially in the case
195 of open-rib profiles, where transfer of shear forces drops because of
196 the complete vertical detachment of steel profile and concrete.

197 3. The new bonding technology

198 The new bonding system developed and patented by the
199 authors on behalf of the UPC [23], from now on named UPC-
200 System, consists of producing bands of many small crown-
201 shaped cuttings by punching the steel sheet before profiling
202 (Fig. 7). Every punched band is faced to its opposed symmetric
203 band on the adjacent web of the rib. No punches are made in the
204 flanges to prevent significant reduction of steel sheet resistance
205 and stiffness, which plays an important role in the slab construc-
206 tion stage. After concrete pouring and hardening, the projections

207of such cuttings remain embedded inside the concrete, so that
208the shear forces between the steel and the concrete are fully trans-
209ferred when the composite slab is loaded. As will be shown in Sec-
210tion 6, full connection is achieved up to materials yielding.
211The effectiveness of this invention lies, on the one hand, on the
212small size of the crowns, many in number and uniformly dis-
213tributed, so that the shear forces are not excessively concentrated
214in specific points. Local breakage of the concrete, as well as exces-
215sive deformation of the projections themselves is thus prevented.
216Thus, shear transmission occurs in a similar way to that of the
217only-friction and rusted-surface mechanisms tested by Porter
218and Ekberg [13], in which longitudinal shear forces are transmitted
219by friction only and distributed over the whole contact surface
220between the steel profile and the concrete. In [13], it can be
221observed that the friction mechanism is especially effective in
222the non-galvanized rusted-surface case.
223On the other hand, its effectiveness also lies in complete punch-
224ing (Fig. 7a), whereby the punch completely traverses the steel
225sheet until the cutting is as open as possible (Fig. 7b). Thus, such
226a cutting greatly reduces the detachment movement of the two
227materials, since the wedge effect between them is also greatly
228reduced, unlike the embossments case. Actually, an active resis-
229tance to detachment is developed by the crown-shaped cuttings
230since they are inserted inside the concrete.
231This invention is highly effective in transferring shear forces
232between steel profile and concrete due to the coexistence of the
233following advantages compared to other systems: a widely dis-
234tributed transmission of shear forces; the absence of elements with
235a sharp geometry which would easily break concrete; no resistance
236dependency on the direction of shear forces; no tearing failure is
237produced on the sheet and forces separating steel profile and con-
238crete are minimal.
239The practical contribution of this invention is the achievement
240of full connection until materials yielding and, in practice, the sup-
241pression of the longitudinal shear failure mode. As will be seen in
242Section 6, the failure loads obtained in bending tests are close to
243those corresponding to the ultimate theoretical full-connection
244bending moment of the composite cross-section, which are calcu-
245lated as below.
246Fig. 8 outlines the scheme of the ultimate full-connection stage,
247where F is the load cell force (or cylinder force). Note that the effect
248of the weights of the slab (Wslab) and the spreader beams (Wspreader)
249must be added to effect F when the resistance of the slab is
250determined.
251According to the stress distribution and parameters described in
252Fig. 8, corresponding to the case with the neutral axis located
253above the sheeting, the ultimate full-connection bending moment
254of the composite cross-section can be theoretically calculated as
255follows:
256

Mufull ¼ Ns � z ¼ Apef y � ðdp � x=2Þ ¼ Apef y � ðdp � Apef y=ð2bf cÞÞ 258258

259where, Ape Effective area of the sheeting corresponding to the slab
260width b (the punched/embossed area is not taken into account).

(a) (b) (c)

Steel 
sheet

Throughout 
punching

Fig. 7. a) Throughout square punching; b) Resulting cutting on steel sheet; c) Use on composite slab sheeting.
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261 dp Distance between the upper fibre and the centroid of the sheet-
262 ing.x Height of the compressed concrete block.f y Mean yield stress
263 of the steel (from real experimental values).f u Mean ultimate
264 strength of the steel (from real experimental values), as an alterna-
265 tive to f y (see Section 6).f c Concrete strength under compression
266 (from real experimental values).
267 In order to evaluate the achievement of full-connection until
268 the failure of the slab and, so, the efficiency of the new bonding
269 system, the theoretical ultimate full-connection resistance (Fu full)
270 will be compared to the tested experimental values (Fu test) in Sec-
271 tion 0 below. This comparison is made in terms of the load cell
272 force F, instead of the bending moment M.
273 The relation between the load cell force F and the bending
274 moment M at the midspan can be easily obtained by taking into
275 account the contribution of the total weight of slab and spreader
276 beams, as follows: M ¼ 0:5ðF þWspreaderÞ � Ls þWslab � L=8, and,
277 given that L ¼ 4 � Ls, then F ¼ 2M=Ls �Wslab �Wspreader. Combining
278 with the previous Mufull expression, the theoretical ultimate full-
279 connection load cell force can be determined as:
280 Fufull ¼ 2Apef y � ðdp � Apef y=ð2bfcÞÞ=Ls �Wslab �Wspreader, and com-
281 pared to experimental value Futest (see Section 6).

282 4. Materials and methods

283 4.1. Punching process and densities

284 The punching process was applied to flat steel sheets by means of a punching
285 device especially designed for this purpose (Fig. 9). After punching, the flat sheets
286 were profiled. The cuttings are 4-tips crown-shaped, obtained by means of 4 mm
287 square punches. The matrix arrangement is 4 (transversal) � 6 (longitudinal)
288 punches, whose axes are separated 10 mm in both directions.
289 This configuration is named Full high-density (Fig. 9a, Fig. 10a and Fig. 12,c), HD
290 from now on, and its band linear density is 400 crowns per metre.

291A Staggered Low-density configuration (Fig. 9b, Fig. 10b and Fig. 11c), named LD
292configuration, has also been used. It is generated by removing half of the punches
293from the punching press matrix, leading to a band linear density of 200 crowns
294per metre.
295These two preliminary configurations, HD and LD, were initially designed for
296A80 and C60 profiles without any previous experience or previous results and based
297on intuition only, in order to have a reasonable crown size and densities. After-
298wards, a third intermediate punches density was designed to be used in a new com-
299mercial profile, named W60 in this paper. This intermediate density, named
300Staggered Medium-density configuration (Fig. 13c), MD from now on, was imple-
301mented by the manufacturer of W60 profile. It is obtained by following the same
3024 rows 4 mm punches press procedure, but reducing the longitudinal distance
303between punches axes so that the band linear density is 330 crowns per metre. This
304intermediate density, MD, has been conceived to improve the probable weakness of
305the HD design due to web-crippling in the construction stage, when the sheeting
306has to support the fresh concrete weight by itself. Specific research is being carried
307out into the behaviour of the sheeting in the construction stage depending on
308punching density.
309In all cases, the punched areas in the sheet were distributed over the most suit-
310able locations, i.e., the bands that will become the webs of the ribs after profiling.
311The outer surface must be coated after punching with a sealing layer (plastic
312film, paint, impregnation, etc.) to prevent dripping when the concrete is poured.
313This is the case of the tested prototypes, where a band of adhesive tape was bonded
314manually before pouring the concrete (Fig. 10b). In practice, the commercial steel
315profile is delivered with an ultra-thin plastic film already bonded to the outer sur-
316face by the manufacturer.

3174.2. Sheeting geometries and materials

318Three commercial designs, described below, have been used to compare the
319new UPC-System with the conventional embossment technology.

3204.2.1. A80 profile
321The conventional embossed A80 profile (Fig. 11) –designed in 2002 by the
322authors of this article for a local manufacturer– was made of 0.8 mm thick galva-
323nized steel sheet. Serial-made non-embossed specimens with the new bonding
324technology were supplied by the manufacturer (Fig. 11c). Slabs were made with
325conventional concrete.

V
ε fc

fy

Nc

Ns

z

Mu full

Ls

Lx = L/2

x
dp

V

Spreader beams

Fig. 8. Ultimate limit state under full connection. Case with the neutral axis located above the sheeting.

Fig. 9. a) Square punches matrix; b) Punching a flat steel sheet (LD).
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326 4.2.2. C60 profile
327 A ferritic stainless steel profile version of this profile was used with emboss-
328 ments (Fig. 12a) [10] and also with the UPC-System. The sheets showed a highly
329 polished surface, which allowed the performance of both connection systems to
330 be studied under very bad friction conditions. The punched equivalent profile
331 (Fig. 12c) was manually profiled by means of a folding press, after punching the
332 web bands on the flat sheet.
333 One additional slab specimen, made with a common C60 commercial galva-
334 nized steel profile, was also tested for verification and comparison purposes only.
335 Both the stainless and galvanized steel sheets were 0.8 mm in nominal thickness.
336 All slabs were made with conventional concrete.

337 4.2.3. W60
338 The W60 profile is manufactured by a local company, who supplied the conven-
339 tional embossed W60 sheeting, and the serial-made non-embossed specimens with
340 the MD UPC-System (Fig. 13). All specimens were made with conventional galva-
341 nized steel sheeting.
342 In this case, it was decided that the steel sheet should be 1.2 mm in nominal
343 thickness in order to test the maximum potential bending capability in full-
344 connection. On the other hand, it must be noted that the higher the sheet thickness,
345 the more difficult the embossing process and, probably, the lower the efficiency of
346 embossments. In fact, as will be shown in Section 6, the W60 specimens have
347 shown the greatest strength differences between embossed and punched
348 specimens.
349 Additionally, 6 punched specimens were made with 0.75 mm nominal sheet
350 thickness and lower span length: three of them with conventional concrete, and
351 the other three with lightweight aggregate concrete (expanded clay).

352Table 1 summarizes the properties of the tested specimens. Those specimens
353marked with an asterisk⁄, were instrumented with strain gauges bonded on both
354materials, steel and concrete.

3555. Bending test set-up

356The tests have been carried out following the above-mentioned
357standard four-point bending test procedure, commonly used to
358provoke longitudinal shear failure in the slabs [5–7]. Notice that
359relative slip between the steel sheeting and the concrete can occur
360at any of the two end supports independently. Fig. 14 shows the
361test set-up.
362In the cases where 3 specimens of the same type have been
363tested, the cycle loading procedure has been applied to specimens
364#2 and #3, as stated in standards [5–7], based on the resistance of
365specimen #1 tested under monotonic loading. The cyclic loading of
366specimens #2 and #3 consists of 5000 cycles between 20% and 60%
367of the strength of specimen #1; afterwards, these specimens are
368loaded until failure.
369Linear displacement sensors measure the deflection at midspan
370(d3 and d4). Furthermore, there are two other displacement sensors
371fixed to the concrete at each end of the slab for measuring any rel-
372ative movement with respect to the sheeting (d1 and d2).

Fig. 10. a) Crown-shaped cuttings on flat sheet (HD); b) Manually bonding an adhesive tape (C60LD).

[mm]

Fig. 11. A80: a) Embossed drawing; b) Detail of embossed specimen; c) Detail of LD punched specimen.
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373 In A80 and C60 specimens, an additional curvature measuring
374 system, which includes sensor d5, was incorporated to get the cen-
375 tral curvature of the slab (see Fig. 15a and b). However, the curva-
376 ture measurements are not presented in this article.
377 In order to check if full connection was kept until yielding of
378 both materials, strain gauges were bonded longitudinally on steel
379 and concrete surfaces, as shown in Fig. 16a (only in those speci-
380 mens marked with ⁄ in Table 1). Gauges g1 and g4 were placed
381 on the upper flange of the steel profile, while g2 and g3 on the
382 lower flange; all of them were placed approximately at the centre
383 of the planar longitudinal bands (see Fig. 16a), on the outer face of
384 the sheeting (Fig. 16b left). Gauge g5 was bonded on the upper
385 concrete surface (Fig. 16b right). All of the gauges, g1 to g5, were
386 placed at the midspan cross-section.

387 6. Results and discussion

388 Table 2 below summarizes the experimental results of all spec-
389 imens, where:

390F0.1 mm slip: load cell force at 0.1 mm slip.
391F0.5 mm slip: load cell force at 0.5 mm slip.
392Fu test: ultimate load cell force.
393FL/50: load cell force corresponding to L/50 midspan deflection
394(only if L/50 is reached).
395dMidspan: midspan deflection at Fu test.

396Slip: longitudinal end-slip at Fu test.
397

398Table 3 below summarizes the comparison between the exper-
399imental ultimate load cell force Futest and the theoretical full-
400connection load cell force Fufull, described in Section 3, where
401ratio = Futest=Fufull. The uniform load qutest–equivalent to Futest– has
402been added as a reference.
403The bar diagram in Fig. 17 summarizes the comparison between
404experimental mean strengths and the theoretical full-connection
405strength –using the ultimate stresses fu– for each specimen
406(dashed lines). The punched specimens (green) can be compared
407to embossed specimens (grey) for every sheeting design.

[mm]

Fig. 12. C60 Sheeting: a) Embossed profile drawing; b) Embossed (E); c) Full high-density punched (HD).

[mm]

Fig. 13. W60 Sheeting: a) Embossed profile drawing; b) Embossed (E); c) Medium-density punched (MD).
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408 Table 3 and Fig. 17 clearly show that the strength values for all
409 of the UPC-System specimens (green bars) are:

410 - Significantly greater than the equivalent embossed specimens
411 for each profile design (grey bars).
412 - Greater than the theoretical full-connection strength using fy
413 (ratio > 1.00 in Table 3).
414 - Close to the theoretical full-connection strength using fu
415 (dashed lines).
416

417 For a better qualitative understanding of the results, some
418 force-deflection and force-strain diagrams are shown below,
419 together with the approximate strain distribution diagram along
420 the slab cross-section depth at 0.9 Futest (10% lower than ultimate
421 loads in order to prevent any wrong value due to debonded

422gauges). In these diagrams, the behaviour pointed out in Section 2,
423concerning the strain discontinuities corresponding to partial con-
424nection (embossed specimens) and the strain linearity correspond-
425ing to full connection (punched specimens), is qualitatively
426verified.
427These results are discussed below in detail and separately for
428each type of sheeting.

4296.1. A80 specimens

430The embossed specimens showed the common partial connec-
431tion slipping process described in Section 2.2, since 0,7mm to
4322,1mm slip values were registered, as shown in Table 2. In contrast,
433no slip was measured in the UPC-System specimens until failure,
434so full connection is kept. Failure loads were 1.4 and 1.7 times

Table 1
Summary of specimens and properties.

Specimen code Materials Actual steel
thickness
t [mm]

Ape [mm2] Total length
Lt [mm]

Span length
L [mm]

Height
ht [mm]

Width
b [mm]

dp
[mm]

Weight
[kN]

Bonding system

Steel Concrete

A80-E-n�1,2,3 Galvanized Normal 0.76 656 2600 2400 180 855 143 7.5 Embossed
A80-HD* Galvanized Normal 0.76 820 2600 2400 180 855 143 7.5 HD punched
A80-LD* Galvanized Normal 0.76 820 2600 2400 180 855 143 7.5 LD punched
C60-E-CSteel Galvanized Normal 0.76 865 2600 2500 100 1013 68 3.9 Embossed
C60-E-Inox-n�1*,2,3 Stainless Normal 0.8 910 2600 2500 100 1013 68 3.9 Embossed
C60-HD* Stainless Normal 0.8 1083 2600 2500 100 1013 68 3.9 HD punched
C60-LD* Stainless Normal 0.8 1083 2600 2500 100 1013 68 3.9 LD punched
W60-E-1.2* Galvanized Normal 1.16 752 3300 3200 180 820 148 10.6 Embossed
W60-MD-1.2-n�1*,2,3 Galvanized Normal 1.16 1141 3300 3200 180 820 148 10.6 MD punched
W60-MD-n�1*,2,3 Galvanized Normal 0.71 699 2500 2400 180 820 148 7.0 MD punched
W60-MD-LC-n�1*,2,3 Galvanized Lightweight 0.71 699 2500 2400 180 820 148 7.0 MD punched

* with strain gauges (Shaded files: Embossed specimens).

Support 
bearing plate

Neoprene pads over 
a sand layer

100

Roller Joint

100

Ls Ls

L

b

ht

hc

hp

Fig. 14. Test set-up.

(a) (b)

d1 d2

Ls Ls

(Plan view of the slab)

Left
support

Right
support

d3

d4

d5

Fig. 15. a) Displacement transducers positions; b) Detail of end-slip sensor d2.
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(a) (b)

g2

g5

g1 g4

g3

Rib cross-section

g5
g1

g2 g3

g4
d5

d4

d3

Fig. 16. a) Strain gauges scheme over the rib cross-section; b) Detail of strain gauges on steel sheeting (left) and concrete (right).

Table 2
Results summary.

F Load cell forces Displacements at Fu test

Specimen code Bonding system Test type F0.1 mm slip [kN] F0.5 mm slip [kN] Fu test [kN] FL/50 [kN] dMidspan [mm] Slip [mm]

A80-E-n�1 Embossed Static 60.1 68.6 75.9 – 13.7 2.1
A80-E-n�2 Embossed Cyclic + Static 65.6 77.7 85.0 – 10.2 0.9
A80-E-n�3 Embossed Cyclic + Static 77.7 83.8 84.2 – 11.2 0.7
A80-HD Punched Static – – 141.5 – 33.6 no slip
A80-LD Punched Static – – 118.1 – 13.1 no slip
C60-E-CSteel Embossed Static 23.5 20.0 34.1 34.1 36.1 75.2
C60-E-Inox-n�1 Embossed Static 3.6 9.8 34.5 34.5 35.0 52.6
C60-E-Inox-n�2 Embossed Cyclic + static 3.5 9.9 36.7 36.7 39.5 70.7
C60-E-Inox-n�3 Embossed cyclic + static 4.4 7.9 34.9 34.9 36.2 66.8
C60-HD Punched Static – – 83.1 69.3 >90.0 no slip
C60-LD Punched Static – – 90.7 75.0 >120.0 no slip
W60-E-1.2 Embossed Static 17.6 17.6 25 17.6 >134.0 15.6
W60-MD-1.2-n�1 Punched Static – – 179.1 173.3 83.9 no slip
W60-MD-1.2-n�2 Punched Cyclic + static – – 176.8 – 68.1 no slip
W60-MD-1.2-n�3 Punched Cyclic + static – – 175.7 174.3 81.4 no slip
W60-MD-n�1 Punched Static – – 155.0 152.9 54.5 no slip
W60-MD-n�2 Punched Cyclic + static – – 152.5 152.4 48.3 no slip
W60-MD-n�3 Punched Cyclic + static – – 156.0 – 44.7 no slip
W60-MD-LC-n�1 Punched Static – – 146.4 – 30.1 no slip
W60-MD-LC-n�2 punched cyclic + static – – 125.9 – 17.3 no slip
W60-MD-LC-n�3 Punched Cyclic + static – – 141.7 – 35.4 no slip

Table 3
Experimental strength compared to theoretical full-connection strength.

Specimen code Bonding system Steel Concrete Experimental Theoretical Fufull

Yield stress fy
[N/mm2]

Ultimate stress fu
N/mm2]

Compression strength fc
[N/mm2]

Fu test

[kN]
qu test

[kN/m2]
With fy With fu

[kN] Ratio [kN] Ratio

A80-E-n�1 Embossed 313 397 30.7 75.9 37.0 89.2 0.85 113.8 0.67
A80-E-n�2 Embossed 313 397 30.7 85.0 41.4 89.2 0.95 113.8 0.75
A80-E-n�3 Embossed 313 397 30.7 84.2 41.1 89.2 0.94 113.8 0.74
A80-HD Punched 313 397 39.0 141.5 69.0 113.0 1.25 143.9 0.98
A80-LD Punched 313 397 39.0 118.1 57.6 113.0 1.04 143.9 0.82
C60-E Embossed 350 420 39.0 34.2 13.5 58.8 0.58 70.3 0.49
C60-E-Inox-n�1 Embossed 320 480 39.0 34.5 13.6 56.5 0.61 83.9 0.41
C60-E-Inox-n�2 Embossed 320 480 39.0 36.7 14.5 56.5 0.65 83.9 0.44
C60-E-Inox-n�3 Embossed 320 480 39.0 34.9 13.8 56.5 0.62 83.9 0.42
C60-HD Punched 339 480 39.0 83.1 32.8 71.0 1.17 98.8 0.84
C60-LD Punched 339 480 39.0 90.7 35.8 71.0 1.28 98.8 0.92
W60-E-1.2 Embossed 388 481 33.8 25.0 9.5 95.7 0.26 119.5 0.21
W60-MD-1.2-n�1 Punched 388 481 33.8 179.1 68.3 146.6 1.22 181.1 0.99
W60-MD-1.2-n�2 Punched 388 481 33.8 176.8 67.4 146.6 1.21 181.1 0.98
W60-MD-1.2-n�3 Punched 388 481 33.8 175.7 67.0 146.6 1.20 181.1 0.97
W60-MD-n�1 Punched 377 474 31.4 155.0 78.8 119.8 1.29 150.7 1.03
W60-MD-n�2 Punched 377 474 31.4 152.5 77.5 119.8 1.27 150.7 1.01
W60-MD-n�3 Punched 377 474 31.4 156.0 79.3 119.8 1.30 150.7 1.04
W60-MD-LC-n�1 Punched 388 481 24.3 146.4 74.4 123.3 1.19 152.0 0.96
W60-MD-LC-n�2 Punched 388 481 24.3 125.9 64.0 123.3 1.02 152.0 0.83
W60-MD-LC-n�3 Punched 388 481 24.3 141.7 72.0 123.3 1.15 152.0 0.93
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435 greater (see Table 2). The load-deflection curves (Fig. 18) show a
436 clear ductile-type response, especially the A80-HD curve due to
437 steel yielding. However, the final collapse point was brittle due
438 to sudden longitudinal slip Fig. 19.
439 It must be noted that the LD specimen failure load is lower than
440 the HD case. It can be concluded from this fact that the longitudinal
441 shear strength of the UPC-System depends on the punching den-

442sity. Further research will be carried out into this issue in the near
443future.
444Strain gauge measurements of punched specimens, up to 1500
445le, showed that the steel was widely yielded before failure, see
446Fig. 18. This is in accordance with the fact that the experimental
447failure bending load is similar to the theoretical value calculated
448considering full composite behaviour, as shown in Table 3. Finally,
449the measurements shown in Fig. 18 have also verified the linearity

Fig. 17. Ultimate load cell force comparison between embossments’ system (grey) and new UPC-System (green). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 18. F-d curves of A80 slabs: punched (-LD-HD) and embossed (-E-n�1,2,3) sheeting.
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450 of strains throughout the depth of the slab, confirming the occur-
451 rence of full-connection behaviour.

452 6.2. C60 specimens

453 The slabs made with the conventional embossed C60 sheeting,
454 galvanized and stainless, also showed the common partial connec-
455 tion slipping behaviour until the ultimate force was reached. In the
456 case of stainless steel profile C60 specimens with embossments,
457 the first slip occurred much earlier, even during the preliminary
458 cycling loading prescribed in Eurocode-4 [6], as shown in Fig. 21
459 for slabs no’s 2 and 3. In fact, first slip appeared in the very first
460 loading cycle.
461 In the case of punched specimens, the ultimate stresses were
462 reached in both materials without any slip, until failure of the slab.
463 Consequently, the ultimate bending moment corresponds to the
464 theoretical full-connection bending moment of the composite
465 cross-section (see the force ratios in Table 3). The steel yielded at
466 both flanges and the concrete crushed at upper fibres in several
467 cross sections within the central span (Fig. 20b), as corroborated
468 by strain gauge measurements (Fig. 24 and Fig. 25).

469The punched specimens were significantly curved as shown in
470Fig. 20a, up to the point of saturating the displacement sensors,
471even the one measuring the curvature (d5), showing an extremely
472high ductile behaviour, as shown in Fig. 20. The slabs’ curvature
473remained after the load system was released and the tested slabs
474were stored, with permanent deflections >50 mm.
475Fig. 21 shows the extraordinary difference between the partial
476connection behaviour of common slabs with embossments and
477the full-connection of the new UPC-System. The maximum deflec-
478tion was over 200 mm, and was only limited by the extension
479capability of the hydraulic cylinder, which was the main reason
480for finishing the tests of both slabs with the UPC-System, together
481with the fact that the maximum load had been reached and the
482decreasing branch had been widely developed, within the vertical
483line in Fig. 20a due to the saturation of the displacement sensors.
484Although the displacement sensors reached their limit, the load
485cell captured the load force until the end of the test. Therefore,
486the load bearing capacity was properly measured and the begin-
487ning of the collapse branch was detected when the load started
488decreasing. The whole force-deflection curve has shown to be
489extremely ductile.

Fig. 19. Force-Strain curves of A80-HD specimen. Strain distribution at 90% of the maximum load cell force.

Fig. 20. C60-LD test: a) Extreme bending without slipping; b) Concrete crushing on the upper surface of the slab.
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490 On the other hand, in contrast to the A80 case, the LD specimens
491 have shown higher strength than the HD. However, these differ-
492 ences in strength cannot be related to punching density, because
493 the failure of both specimens was due to yielding of materials
494 through bending stresses, not to longitudinal shear. The new
495 punching system, neither LD nor HD, did not fail.
496 In Figs. 21 and 22, the strain gauges measurements show the
497 strain discontinuity due to slip corresponding to the partial con-

498nection behaviour of the embossed specimens, giving compressive
499values in the upper fibres of the steel sheeting (Figs. 22 and 23). In
500contrast, the punched specimens show a quasi-linear distribution
501of strains (Figs. 24 and 25).
502Fig. 26 shows that cracking of concrete occurred along the
503entire slab regardless of the position of the crack inducer. Typical
504pure bending vertical cracks were observed within the central span

Fig. 21. F-d curves of C60 slabs: embossed stainless or carbon steel (-E-) and punched stainless steel (-HD-LD) sheeting.

Fig. 22. Force–Strains of specimen C60-E-Inox-n�1 and strain distribution at 90% of the maximum load cell force.
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505 (Fig. 26a), and tilted cracks were also clearly developed at shear
506 span (Fig. 26b).

507 6.3. W60 specimens

508 The common embossed specimen developed early slip between
509 steel profile and concrete, showing the partial connection strains

510scheme and a much lower ultimate load, less than 25 kN, com-
511pared to 175 kN of the punched specimen (see Table 2), as pre-
512dicted in Section 0.
513Likewise, strain gauges measurements have shown the strain
514discontinuity due to slip corresponding to partial connection beha-
515viour, including compressive values in the upper fibres of the steel
516sheeting (Fig. 27).

Fig. 23. Force–Strains of C60-E-CSteel specimen and strain distribution at 90% of the maximum load cell force.

Fig. 24. Force–Strain of C60-HD and strain distribution at 90% of the maximum load cell force.
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517 On the other hand, all the punched specimens developed widely
518 yielded strains (Fig. 28) showing the strain linear full-connection
519 scheme throughout the depth of the slab, until failure without
520 any slip. The failure bending moment corresponds to the theoreti-
521 cal ultimate plastic bending moment of the composite cross-
522 section (Table 3), although, the final collapse of the 1.2 mm steel
523 thickness slabs was due to longitudinal slip.
524 The 0.75 mm steel thickness specimens failed completely due to
525 bending, until the breakage of the steel in tension and the concrete
526 in compression at the centre of the span, without any slip, as
527 shown in Fig. 29c.
528 Fig. 29a and b show the concrete and the steel crown-shaped
529 cuttings after slipping. Notice that the concrete surface (a) is
530 clearly eroded while steel crowns (b) remain undeformed.

531 7. Conclusions

532 This research shows the significant improvement that the new
533 UPC bonding technology contributes to steel-concrete composite

534slabs. This invention achieves full connection until material yield-
535ing and, in practice, the suppression of the longitudinal shear fail-
536ure mode.
537The main technical findings regarding the new UPC-System can
538be summarized as follow:

5391) All specimens with the UPC-System have clearly achieved
540full connection between steel sheeting and concrete until
541the yielding of both materials, and until the final failure of
542the slab without any relative slip, regardless of the sheeting
543profile design and the material type: carbon galvanized
544steel, ferritic stainless steel, normal concrete or lightweight
545aggregate concrete.
5462) The ultimate loads of all slabs with the UPC-System are sig-
547nificantly greater than the ultimate loads of the same slabs
548using conventional embossments.
5493) The bending failure mode is the one that develops first. The
550theoretical ultimate plastic bending moment of the compos-
551ite cross-section has been reached in all punched specimens.

Fig. 25. Force–Strain of C60-LD and strain distribution at 90% of the maximum load cell force.

(a) (b)

Cracking

Crushing

Shear cracks

Fig. 26. C60-LD specimen: a) Pure bending cracks and crush at central span b) Cracks at left side shear span.
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552 4) The final collapse of A80 and W60-1.2 mm punched speci-
553 mens occurred due to longitudinal slip, after yielding of
554 the whole cross-section. Both bending and longitudinal slip
555 failure modes could be considered to be present
556 simultaneously.
557 5) The force-strain curves of punched specimens have shown a
558 ductile-type behaviour because failure is due to yielding of
559 materials.

5606) The strain measurements in all slabs have demonstrated the
561linearity and continuity of strains in punched specimens, as
562corresponds to full connection. In contrast, the embossed
563specimens have shown strain discontinuity due to slip corre-
564sponding to partial connection behaviour, giving compres-
565sive values in the upper fibres of the steel sheeting.
5667) Further research is necessary to evaluate the real strength
567dependence on punching density.
568

Fig. 27. W60-E-1.2 specimen: Force-strain curves and strain distribution at 90% of the maximum load cell force.

Fig. 28. Force–Strain of W60-MD-1.2-n�1 and strain distribution at 90% of the maximum load cell force.
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